Bay Crossing Study Public Comments
September 1, 2018 – September 30, 2018
DATE

9/12/2018

COMMENT
(Personally Identifying Information Removed)

MEDIUM

Email

I am A Kent county property owner and would like you to know my preferance for the new bridge.
Economically it makes sense for all Marylanders to have it in the second zone
Brian Murrill
Maryland Division Administrator
US Department of Transportation
Federal Highway Administration
1200 New Jersey Ave., SE
Washington, DC 21590
Heather Lowe
Project Director for the Bay Crossing Study
MDTA
2310 Broening Highway,
Baltimore, MD 21224

9/12/2018

Email

Dear Ms. Lowe and Mr. Murrill,
Maryland Transportation Article 4-407 gives consent authority over any toll road, highway or bridge
constructed within the boundaries of the 9 Eastern Shore Counties .
Kent Conservation and Preservation Alliance would like to submit, as public comment for the record in the
Tier 1 NEPA study currently being conducted, the attached documents and cover letter. The documents
include a written opinion from the Office of Maryland Attorney General, Brian Frosh, on the applicability of
the statute pertaining to a Chesapeake Bay Bridge. [Referenced Documents Included at the Bottom of This
File]
All documents being submitted, having been published on the official website for the Kent County
Commissioners, are part of the public record and available for access by any interested party.
Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions about our submission.

Commenter names and personal information have been redacted and, in most cases, the redaction is noted.
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Sincerely,
[Name Removed]

9/18/2018

Web

[Name Redacted] Chair
Board of Directors
Kent Conservation and Preservation Alliance
[Phone Number Removed]
After a life of driving 95 south, it is obvious we need a future way to avoid major traffic areas in the
Baltimore Washington areas with an alternative route south. We must use the 301 corridor now improved
to reach route 50 down the eastern shore to a new crossing over the Bay to 95 below the heavy traffic
areas. This would set up a future alternate route to be developed avoiding 95 altogether. Just common
sense.
Ms Heather Lowe, Bay Crossing Study
MD Transportation Authority
2310 Broening Hwy
Baltimore, MD 21224
9/18/2018

9/18/2018

Email

Dear Ms. Lowe:
I would like to comment on the Bay Crossing Study. Kent County is a beautiful place full of historic sites,
cultural and agricultural landscapes. Creating a new corridor to the 'Shore' would be extremely detrimental
to the wonderful qualities of life experienced by those of us who live here.
One only needs to look at what happened to Kent island over the years to imagine the result of an
additional bay crossing would have to this county. What was once a quiet area of farms and historic places
would be full of strip malls, fast food, asphalt, and bedroom communities. This is not progress, it a rape to
the land and culture of residents of this county.

Commenter names and personal information have been redacted and, in most cases, the redaction is noted.
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I care deeply about preserving Kent County, and know that a highway cutting through this landscape is not
compatible with my goal. I oppose a new bay bridge crossing into Kent County.
Regards,
[Name Removed]
[Address Removed]
9/26/2018
Dear Ms. Lowe:
I would like to comment on the Bay Crossing Study. Kent County is a beautiful place full of historic sites,
cultural and agricultural landscapes. Creating a new corridor to the 'Shore' would be extremely detrimental
to the wonderful qualities of life experienced by those of us who live here.

9/26/2018

Email

One only needs to look at what happened to Kent island over the years to imagine the result of an
additional bay crossing would have to this county. What was once a quiet area of farms and historic places
would be full of strip malls, fast food, asphalt, and bedroom communities.
I traveled from Kent County to Dover Delaware last week, was deeply sadden to think that Kent County
could end up looking like that area. The congestion of traffic, the new construction of houses, business on
farm land, it was very depression to know that this could be what Kent County might become.
I care deeply about preserving Kent County, and know that a highway cutting through this landscape is not
compatible with my goal. I oppose a new bay bridge crossing into Kent County.
Regards,
[Name Removed]
[Address Removed]
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